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Editorial

Six months later, we are still
adjusting to COVID-19

A

by Bruce W. Cole

nyone else besides me tired of
2020? From a news standpoint,
COVID-19 is still – for the most
part – dominating the headlines as we hit
the fall season.
It is hard to get away from it. But it is
news, and we have a couple of interesting articles in this issue on the topic.
Delia Carnide has written a great firstperson account of her leaving the safety
of her home for the first time since midMarch. And her first venture was to
shop at her favourite health food store,
the Stone Store in Guelph, ON.
Rowan Lalonde from Harmony Whole
Food Market mentions how he had to
ask people to leave his store because
they refused to wear masks. During my
rare shuttles from the farm to town, virtually everyone I see in a store is wearing
a mask. This includes locals, plus all the
tourists we have up here in summer and
fall from Toronto and the GTA. The
masks are not pleasant. They can
cause some people breathing difficulties. Or anxiety. Or claustrophobia.
They fog glasses. The elastic strings
hurt the ears. But at least the masks
have allowed us to be mobile and get
out and do things we used to call “normal.” The majority of health experts
think they help, so I’m going with that
idea.
Another story in this issue is about the
amazing job the senior management
team at Nutters Everyday Naturals did to
deal with the ramifications of COVID-19
and get all 23 stores ready in a quick
and safe manner. Delia wrote the story,
based on some very thorough details
sent along by Nutters director of marketing Paul Mann.

Still building after 40 years
With so much focus on everything related to COVID, it was extremely refreshing to check in with an old industry
friend, Pierre Menard, and discover what
he has been up to lately. The truth is
Pierre always seems to be up to something interesting. He is celebrating the
40th anniversary of his store – La Boite
à Grains in Gatineau, QC – which he cofounded in 1980. Pierre is one of the
classic health food retail pioneers, and
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he has the great stories of trying to find
the kind of food his customers wanted.
The industry wasn’t as sophisticated and
structured as it is today. He often had to
travel great distances to buy his stock,
load his car up, and then head back to
the store.
Lately, he has been adding to La Boite
à Grains by acquisition, along with building a strong management team, getting
his e-commerce website fully operational,
refurbishing the exterior of his original
store, etc. His passion for his business
has not diminished, even after 40 years
in the game.

The future of our food supply
Randy Whitteker was a recent guest on
the CNHR News podcast. Many of you
know Randy as a heart and soul “food
guy.” He is a recipient of the CHFA Organic Achievement Award and has spent
more than 30 years as general manager
of ONFC. He has been one of my most
important sources for organic and food
supply information since 1997.
During the podcast, Randy raised some
important issues regarding the future of
our food supply. He explained how vendors are coping with the supply chain
disruption and how retailers are being affected – and how long it will take before
things are back to a more normal level.
Some manufacturers have weathered
the demand storm in good shape, he
said, but there have been a number of
casualties, especially in the U.S. There
are a lot of reasons for vendor issues, explained Randy, which include sourcing
raw product, shut downs due to staff illness and supply chain delays with trucking, just to mention a few.
Some U.S. vendors, he told us, have
pulled out of Canada to service demand
in their own country.
Local vs organic
Randy says it is still too early to tell if
healthy foods and lifestyle will win or lose
in a prolonged pandemic scenario. Although he is a devout organic advocate,
he has always been a realist and has
long touted the advantages of local produce when it makes more sense than
trucking organic thousands of kilometres.
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He wondered if local will rise above the
din and take more market share as
global supply chains reel.
He knows the frustration retailers are
feeling, but wanted to remind them that
he and other food suppliers are in the
same boat – as they are receiving only a
portion of what they order, much lower
than the pre-pandemic era. •
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Trade Talk

CHFA Connect: Sept. 29–Oct 1
With the official cancellation of the CHFA East trade show and conference –
planned for Toronto September 10-14 – the Canadian Health Food
Association is presenting CHFA Connect – a virtual trade show which offers
the opportunity to bring the industry together during this most unusual time.
Below, CHFA’s Judy Sharpe delves into all the important details about
CHFA Connect, taking place September 29 to October 1.

What is CHFA Connect?
Since the early 1990s, CHFA has been
producing the leading trade shows in
Canada for the natural health and organic products industry. Retailers have
come to rely
on the events
as an opportunity to network,
gain
knowledge
and source new products. To say that
2020 has been a year of challenge for
our community would be an understatement. We’ve watched the industry
quickly pivot to a new way of doing business and realized that we too needed to
make a change. CHFA Connect will take
place from September 29 to October 1,
2020 and will provide many opportunities
to discover new products, experience interactive and educational conference
sessions, and network with industry
friends, new and old.

Who is this event for?
CHFA Connect is open to everyone
who works in grocery, specialty foods,
natural health products or organics. Just
like our live events, we’ll be reviewing attendees to ensure they work in the industry, so that exhibitors will be interacting
with a qualified audience. This is important as our reputation over the years has
been built on delivering a quality event
and we want to ensure that this remains
the case in the virtual world.

Why should I attend?
The virtual event will be an opportunity
to re-engage with the community. For
months now, we’ve been restricted to our
work spaces and family bubbles. By attending CHFA Connect, you’ll not only
benefit from exploring the exhibits and
attending education sessions, but you’ll
have the opportunity to join in conversations with exhibitors and fellow attendees.
What can I expect?
We’ll be incorporating many of the elements retailers love about our live events
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including keynote presentations, dynamic displays, product education and
product showcases. Retailers enjoy sampling too, and there will be the opportunity to request samples and to receive a
curated sample box. Attendees will have
the opportunity to chat one-on-one or join
interactive demos to learn about the latest products and offerings from our exhibitors. We’ve already received an
overwhelming response from brands to
exhibit and we’re confident that retailers
will benefit from attending.

What’s the difference between the virtual
event and the live trade show?
Just like our live shows, attendees will
be able to explore virtual exhibit halls to
discover their next best-selling products.
Searching by product category or by exhibitor helps you to hone in on the specific items that are of interest to you. A
Product Showcase will also be available
to attendees before the event so they
can browse and request product samples.
In addition, there are a lot of education
opportunities. We have a line-up of
speakers who are well-known for their
expertise on a wide variety of topics, and
the product education sessions – which
have always been popular among our retailers – will be a big part of our conference programming.
While CHFA Connect will be live as a
three day show, it’ll be available on-demand for the month of October, so attendees can go back and watch their
favourite sessions or catch up on what
they missed.
How can I register?
It’s simple, visit chfaconnect.ca and
register today. •
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Judy Sharpe is the
vice
president,
events & member
engagement for the
Canadian Health
Food Association.

Terry Naturally names
David Scholz Canada
business manager
Terry
Naturally
Canada is pleased
to announce David
Scholz has accepted the position
of Canada Business
David
Manager.
has been working
with the Terry Naturally brand for the
last four years. With Dave Scholz
a dedicated focus on customer service,
and an emphasis on process improvement, David is eager to build new relationships with retail partners. “I want to
ensure Terry Naturally Canada is a company that retailers consider easy to work
with.” David’s ultimate goal is to help the
company’s partners in health get Terry’s
award-winning products, containing clinically studied ingredients, into the hands
of those who can benefit from them the
most.
You can reach David at
dscholz@terrynaturally.ca. •

Puresource distributing
Niyama Yoga Wellness
Puresource has been named exclusive
Canadian distributor of Niyama Yoga
Wellness, a curated line of supplements
inspired by yoga and clean, active,
plant-based living. All Niyama products
are vegan, non-GMO and made in
Canada. Free from gluten, soy and sugar
with no artificial
colours,
flavours,
sweeteners
or
preservatives. This
five SKU
lineup
provides
everything
today’s
active woman is looking for, including
delicious pre- and post-workout powders, and premium formulas to support
stress, joint care and sleep. For more information, please contact your Puresource account manager or call
800/265-7245. •

WWW.CNHR.CA
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Harmony learns to “manage the challenges” during COVID-19
“There is no special magic – you do
what is needed.”
This is what Rowan Lalonde, the owner
of Harmony Whole Food Market, Orangeville, ON, said when asked about retailing amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
“I am VERY assertive about washing
hands, distancing, and now masks. I
tossed 10 customers out who gave me
the gears about it. Some have come
back sheepishly and I have received
calls of appreciation for what I did.”
But the calls of thanks don’t end there.
Rowan says customers are showing their
appreciation all the time. A significant
number of customers say that Harmony
is the only place they have left home for.
For those who have not wanted to venture out, curb side pick-up and delivery
have been options as well. And although
they have been good options to have
during this time, Rowan says he’s unlikely
to continue offering them, except for a
select few customers who may really
need them.
“It’s expensive to pay staff to fill the orders and chat with customers,” says
Rowan. “And honestly, staffing has been

David Bernhardt, Julia Garisto and the rest
of the staff at Harmony have been pushed
to the limit, says owner Rowan Lalonde.

a challenge. Several have stayed away
and it can be really complicated when
dealing with that human rights piece.”
Rowan concedes that he and his staff
have been pushed to their limits during
this time, so they have had to learn to
manage that. “But sustaining that to
meet the demand required us to close
Sundays and reduce hours,” says
Rowan. “We were just exhausted and
folks kept coming.”

joyofthemountains.com 1-866-547-0268
WWW.CNHR.CA

The uptick in new customers has reflected in the numbers, as Rowan says
sales are “way up, absurdly so.” There
are several reasons for this, he says. “At
a time when many things were uncertain,
scary and out of our control, it seems that
making one’s own bread has become a
comforting pastime for many.” And
Rowan and Harmony’s staff made sure
to have supplies on hand. “The local
chains ran out of flour – they were out for
weeks. We piled in the supplies, even
getting a mill to open up when the town
ran out of flour. And we sold a huge
amount of yeast when nobody else had
it. We bought in bulk, and pre-packaged
it into various sizes. People would walk
in, grab a unit, pay and leave.”
Rowan says he believes new customers accounted for about 20 per cent
of the spike but thinks it’s unlikely all of
these people will continue to shop the
store once things settle down.
Eventually, Rowan believes COVID will
be all but a distant memory. “People tell
us they won’t forget afterwards, but they
will. Life will go on…..with small adjustments we would have made anyway.” •

Available in health food stores, select grocery stores and pharmacies.
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Trade Talk

Colleagues remember Bill Gall as a respected industry leader
Bill Gall was a person who travelled mostly under the radar in the
Canadian natural health industry.
A gentle giant, his quiet contributions were for the most part
behind the scenes. Yet he impacted many: in a broad scope
through his efforts on the Canadian Health Food Association
(CHFA) board of directors, and in a personal way, through his
hands-on participation, and by unselfishly dispensing advice and
sharing wisdom to help many fellow health food store owners.
William “Bill” John Gall passed away peacefully on July 14,
2020 at the age of 67 after a two-year battle with ALS. Bill began
his career as a police offer, and he eventually took ownership of
Burlington Health Foods. He was
also a founding member of the
Health First Network and a longstanding board member of the
CHFA, including two stints as
board chair. Bill holds the rare
distinction of being a winner of
the CHFA John Holtmann Leadership Award (2013) and a member of the CHFA Hall of Fame
(2018).
George Chow of Peaches &
Green in Toronto knew Bill for 28
years, through Health First and
later as part of a unique travel
group made up of friends from
within the natural health industry.
Bill Gall’s passing, says friend
He recalls a person who be- George Chow, “marks the end of
lieved in giving and helping peo- an era.” Photo: Julie Daniluk
ple, and expecting nothing in
return. “He was a real smart guy. He would always introduce
another perspective, one I hadn’t thought of. He would make you
think. He had a great sense of humour. When he spoke with
you, you could be in a room with 1,000 people, and he always
made you feel you were the only one in the room. He always took
an interest. I count my blessings I knew him. I’m ever so grateful
for his friendship: through him, I met so many people. It was like
he had an expanded family and he made you part of it. To me,

Angela Rosati

Candice Khoury

Kathleen Bird

Bill, John Holtmann and Brock Elliott were ‘The Big Three.’ His
passing marks the end of an era.”
Jennifer Grant is the founder and former owner of Harmony
Whole Foods Market in Orangeville, ON. In the mid-1990s, Bill
joined Harmony as a partner and was instrumental in re-imagining the store as a modern full-service health food store. “He
was a huge force for good,” said Jennifer. “He was a master
of planning and a leader in organization. I was honoured to
learn so much from him in both our business relationship and
the industry associations we shared. He saw the end goal and
worked diligently toward it, always remembering to have lots
of fun along the way. Although he didn’t like the limelight much,
he really deserved it for his vision and his many contributions.
It’s heartbreaking that he has left us so soon. He will be missed
by so many.”

“Respected, consulted, admired”
Nicky French of Harmony has great memories of working
with Bill late into the night, in the weeks and months leading
up to the new Harmony’s re-opening, often until 1:30 AM. “Bill
was a respected leader in whichever organization he was involved – UHM/Health First, CHFA, Harmony – respected, consulted, admired; the growth and advancement of all of these
entities are a testimony to his vision, commitment, business
acumen, and – although he might not have used this word to
describe himself – passion.”
Randy Whitteker, the general manager of ONFC, served on
the CHFA board with Bill from 2000 until 2002. “Bill’s strengths
were much needed, as the CHFA was evolving. His disciplined
and structured approach to governance laid a strong foundation for the association as it worked hard to gain credibility with
our national regulators and lawmakers. He did this with great
competence and elegance, always with a quick-wit and sense
of humour. Bill was a mentor by default as you couldn’t help
but learn from him. During trade shows, I always enjoyed the
end-of-evening night cap with a group of friends in Bill’s Royal
York suite, where we shared a shot of his cherished single malt
and proceeded to solve the world’s problems in between a lot
of laughs.” •

Lorrie Ingram

Nadia Finley

Natalie Marzouca

Sarah Merkel

Sophie Roy

John Angove

Healthology announces hiring of sales and service team
Healthology has announced the hiring of its inaugural Canadian sales and support team: Angela Rosati, senior account manager for the Toronto and GTA Region: Candice Khoury, bilingual inside sales representative: Denzil Coutinho, warehouse manager: John Angove, senior
account manager for Northern Alberta and Northern Saskatchewan: Kathleen Bird, senior account manager for the Greater Vancouver Area: Lorrie Ingram, senior account manager for
Southwestern Ontario: Nadia Finley, senior account manager for GTA West and the Niagara
Corridor: Natalie Marzouca, inside sales representative: Sarah Merkel, senior account manager for the Okanagan and Interior BC and Sophie Roy, senior account manager for Ottawa
and Northern Ontario. myhealthology.ca •
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Trade Talk

Gatineau stores unite: La Boite à Grains acquires Sol
Two well-known and long-established natural retailers in
Gatineau, QC, are now part of the same organization.
Sol Épicerie Santé in Aylmer has been acquired by La
Boite à Grains . The transaction was finalized in late July.
Guy Couture, general manager of Sol and one of its four
current owners, explained why and how the sale came. “The
timing was right for several reasons. We the ownership
group (which also includes Guy’s sister Marie Couture,
Monique Enright and Jean-Guy Beaudry) are all on the verge
of turning 60. With the unfortunate loss of James McConnell
(Monique’s husband, also a partner who passed away from
cancer in 2017), a concern naturally rose within us. We
started thinking about our future and the passing of the
torch. “Now was the time to think about the next generation.
And like any parent, we want this little Aylmer gem to not only
continue to exist, but to take up more and more space in a
world that needs it. A business like ours is not easy to manage. It takes a lot of resources to make it work. In addition to the
question of money, which in itself is extremely important, you
need an entrepreneurial culture, be a go-getter and at the same
time keep all your humanity. Easy to say, not easy to make happen. These are big shoes to put on and we are very aware of it.
Not to mention that a succession process takes years to prepare
and succeed.”

“A perfect fit”
Guy says the stars aligned for the Sol ownership team at just
the right time. “We were very fortunate to be approached last
year in May by Pierre Menard, the owner of La Boite à Grains.
He offered us several business choices. He wanted to share a
business experience with us. He had approached us in previous
years, but the timing was not right for us then. This time, the timing was right.”
Selling the store to La Boite à Grains seemed a perfect fit in
many ways, explained Guy. “What could be better than a neighbour who knows us, who respects us, who knows better than
anyone the natural products market and who is part of the same
associations as us (CHFA, Health First, Gatineau Chamber of
Commerce). It has been a success story for 40 years, a purely
local business in the neighbouring community and we have always shared a healthy competition. He also has a strong succession team of his own with young and dynamic blood, along
with Alexandre Savard and other colleagues.” (Please see Page
38 for a feature on La Boite à Grains.)

United in a common goal
Sol is only one year younger than La Boite à Grains, opening
in 1981, the creation of two women from Aylmer. James McConnell – who would become an owner five years later – was the
first employee/manager. In 1986, the bulk of the current ownership team came together to buy the store: James and Monique,
Guy, Marie, Jean-Guy and a sixth partner – Patrice – who would
later depart the store. “We were united in a common goal, that
of playing a social role in the community of Aylmer and contributing to the awareness and practice of a healthy lifestyle in harmony with nature. We were all around 25 years old.”
Little Sol doubled its floor space in 1990, and expanded even
further with a bold move by purchasing a new 3,000 sq. ft. location in 2007. As business continued to grow, the store undertook
a big expansion project in 2015, with the construction of a new
addition, bringing the store’s total size to 6,000 sq. ft.
The sale is the end of one chapter, but the beginning of another
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The Sol ownership group in 2015: Jean-Guy Beaudry, Guy Couture,
Monique Enright, Marie Couture and the late James McConnell. Guy
says the timing of the sale of Sol to La Boite à Grains is right.

one. The current ownership group plans to stay on for two
years and perhaps longer. And their hope, says Guy, is that
the culture they created at Sol will continue. “We have created
at Sol a welcoming, warm place, a family environment, a meeting place where it is good to socialize, a place of discovery
where customers can take their time and learn in a well-appointed space.”
In a statement to Sol staff, Guy said, “We have been working
with La Boite à Grains for a year now to lay the foundations for
this new project and we have full confidence that our common
ideas will harmonize to create something better for everyone:
for them, for you and for us.” •

Homeocan Announcement

To ensure our development and
remain at the forefront of quality
and technology, Michèle
Boisvert, Homeocan's CEO, has
decided to entrust Mr. Laurent
Gillette with the position of
Vice-President of Homeocan.
Newly appointed to this key
position, he now assumes
management functions at her
side and takes part in all of
Homeocan's strategic
decisions. The year 2020
Laurent Gillette
therefore continues to be a year
of novelty and change! We welcome this appointment and
we are confident that Laurent will be able to meet the
major challenges that the current
healthcare context and
market presents us today.
800-556-6003 www.homeocan.ca
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After re-opening its doors, the Stone Store
staff was happy to be back at work, and
happy to see customers again.

“A calm, positive and pleasant customer experience”
CNHR associate editor Delia Carnide writes about how her local
go-to health food store adjusted quickly to the demands of COVID-19,
reassuring customers by providing products along with peace of mind.

S

eventeen years ago, my husband
and I moved to Guelph, ON and
since then, The Stone Store has
been our go-to health food store. It’s not
big and flashy like some stores. It’s small,
it’s simple, it’s quaint; but within those
stone walls is a neighbourhood resource
for all things local, organic, eco-friendly
and sustainable.
Located in downtown Guelph, the store
and staff exude an air of quiet comfort.
Yes, I can get my supplements, organic
produce, dairy, and skin care products
from the store; but more than that, I feel
at home.
I feel like part of a community when I
shop the aisles of The Stone Store.
So when the COVID-19 pandemic hit
back in March, I admit, I panicked! Were
health food stores going to be deemed
non-essential? Would my local health
store be shut down? How would I get the
products and service I and my family had
relied on for 17 years?
It’s true what they say – you don’t know
what you have until it’s gone, or in this
case potentially gone. Thankfully the
government recognized the need for
health food stores (or at least that’s how
I like to see it).
To its credit, The Stone Store acted immediately. The last day of school before
March Break – as things started to get
16

more real – a post on The Stone Store
Facebook page informed customers of
some additional measures it would be
putting into place due to COVID-19. This
included increased sanitization, hand
sanitizer for customer use, placing quantity limits on some items to ensure there
was enough for everyone and requesting
cash-less payments.

Grateful for the service
Seven days later, The Stone Store
closed its doors to walk-in traffic and offered curb side pick-up and home delivery only. There was a small delivery
charge with a portion going to the local
food bank. I was so grateful for this service because as I said, I panicked, so I
was in full lockdown mode, having everything delivered. In fact, it would be some
time before I would brave this new world
we live in. More on that later.
Recently, I caught up with The Stone
Store co-owner Brenda Aherne to get
more details on what protocols they implemented and what they think they will
keep going forward.
“We have set up a curb side pickup and a delivery service. We will continue this service indefinitely. We are
also looking into online shopping for our
customers,” says Brenda. “We have all
of the PPE in place; plexiglass at cash,

CANADIAN NATuRAL HEALTH RETAILER SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2020

decals on the floors, lots of antiseptic
gels around the store, increased cleaning, and only five customers are permitted in the store at a time.
“We have bagged our bulk food except
for what is in gravity fed bins, and some
items such as bulk nut butters are only
available in packages at this time. We fill
the zero waste products now rather than
the customers; and we have reduced
hours and are closed on Sundays. We
will continue to monitor this, but for now,
this is working well for us.”
One other protocol that they have implemented which was mandated by the
local public health unit was the wearing
of masks. Guelph was one of the first
cities to implement a mandatory mask
policy in commercial settings and while
there have been some mixed emotions
about masking as seen in the media as
of late, Brenda says it was well received
by staff and customers alike.
“The mask policy is going well, and our
staff had asked to introduce it even before we reopened to the public as it is
challenging to socially distance at times
in our store format. Our customers and
delivery people are all good with the
mask policy as well.”
With mandatory masks and other protocols in place, there is no question that
the customer experience has changed
but Brenda believes the customer service experience is good. “There are fewer
customers in the store at a time and staff
can personally greet them and assist
them if they need that. I feel that it is a
WWW.CNHR.CA
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Silk partners with New Acre Project

The Stone Store
positive environment and customers seem so happy to be back
and staff are happy to be back and they are glad to see the customers again, too!”
I am one of those customers. After months holed up in my
bunker - also known as my home - I braved the new world soon
after Ontario entered stage two. And the very first place I chose
to visit was The Stone Store. Was it different? Absolutely. But in
some ways, it felt just the same and most importantly, I felt safe
and trust in the protocols put in place. There was a staff member assigned to “door duty” and greeted me as I first walked in
to make sure I was aware of the new protocols.
Now in stage 3, many of these protocols seem like they will just
be part of the new retail normal. But when I asked Brenda how
she thinks business is going to change post COVID-19, she
found it difficult to answer. “I am uncertain how to answer that
question, because as the COVID experience unfolds, changes
keep arriving. I am not clear on what the post COVID store experience will be. Hopefully a calm, positive and pleasant customer experience with options for online shopping and in-store
shopping and perhaps continued reduced hours.”
I would say a calm, positive and pleasant customer experience
is a definite. •
by Delia Carnide

Silk, a Canadian brand in the plant-based product category,
has announced its support for the management and restoration of 90 acres of farmland in seven communities across
Canada over the next seven years, by partnering with the New
Acre Project, ALUS Canada’s corporate sponsorship program.
The ALUS program links Canada’s natural heritage across
agricultural lands. The New Acre Project is an ESG (environmental, social, governance) solution that enables businesses
to have a positive impact on the planet by supporting nature
through a community-based, farmer-delivered program that
produces cleaner air, cleaner water and better habitats for
wildlife and pollinators. •

New strategic partnership for Puresource
Puresource and Le Comptoir Aroma have announced a new
strategic partnership for sales and distribution of the Le Comptoir line of essential oil diffusers and nebulizers. “This leading
brand is an amazing addition to our current selection of NOW
diffusers and NOW essential oils,” says Peter Wardell, Puresource's country leader. “By partnering with Le Comptoir, we
have the opportunity to create great synergies between our
two leading brands and drive more consumer sales for our retailer partners.” This new alliance represents the latest shift
in Puresource’s strategy, bringing strong, ethical brands its
customers want to market, and supporting those brands with
new value-adding efforts, ultimately to drive sales results for
health food stores. •
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The leadership team of
Nutters Everyday
Naturals jumped into
action when COVID-19
first hit and its quick
implementation of
various protocols made
all the difference.

I

Navigating Through a Pandemic Crisis

t didn’t take long for the senior leadership team of Nutters Everyday Naturals
in Medicine Hat, AB to take action
when the COVID-19 pandemic hit. With
23 stores spread over the four western
Canadian provinces, a plan had to be
formulated and quickly implemented.
“Maintaining a safe and healthy environment was paramount in all retail locations for our staff and customers. That
recognition became our mantra from day
one,” says company president Donald
Cranston.
It was recognized early on that a great
number of operational adjustments would
need to be made in order to navigate
through the crisis effectively. One such
adjustment was reducing store operating
hours in most locations. This allowed for
a much more rigorous cleaning and sanitizing ritual.

Identifying challenges
Another step implemented by the company was daily conference calls with Nutters’ entire head office team, who in most
instances were assigned to work from
home. The daily phone huddle helped
set strategy, and helped determine
where potential challenges existed.
“It became extremely important to know
we had reliable sources of PPE for our
frontline workers, sanitizers for enhanced
cleaning protocols in all stores, and that
the suppliers could be relied upon to deliver,” says Donald. “In the early going, it
wasn’t easy to access some items without real persistence on the part of our

18

head office team and it was thanks to ongoing work by Nutters vitamin and natural foods manager Kelly Seitz that we
were able to maintain ongoing communication with our key vendors. In turn, we
were able to keep all of our stores updated.”
As the supply chain was tested early
on, keeping products on the shelves became a challenge as well. “With COVID19, the surge in immune support product
sales put pressure on the supply of many
products as companies worked to replenish their inventory levels,” explained
Kelly. “We were in constant contact,
working hard to keep the most important
products on our shelves for customers.”
But natural health products weren’t the
only challenge when it came to the supply chain. Senior corporate office team
member Bruce Champion explained the
effort it took to source something as
basic as plexiglass for checkout stands.
“With the sudden nationwide rush for this
material, it was essential to work your
contact lists to not only find the product
but also to get it installed. In the end, we
settled on self-installation. In many instances, managers or franchisees handled the install work.”

Communication was key
Throughout the pandemic, the Nutters’
team made communication a priority. Beyond the daily morning conference calls
with the corporate team, the company set
a thrice weekly schedule of calls with all
managers of corporately-owned stores
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and with all franchise owners. These sessions communicated company strategy,
changes in operational procedures to
meet fast changing health and safety
rules, and shared floor-level information
that proved valuable in all markets.
“Our franchise operators were also extremely helpful through these ongoing
conference calls,” offered Bruce, “sharing many of their local initiatives, several
of which were added on a company-wide
basis to Nutters’ COVID strategy.”
“Discussions on employee safety, team
morale, and managing customer flow in
order to maintain crowd control and distancing requirements, were key topics in
those early scheduled calls,” added
Donald.
The communication with employees
and customers became extremely important, especially with the rapidly changing
landscape in the first few weeks of the
pandemic.
Paul Mann, director of marketing for
Nutters, noted, “The new rules necessitated changes to or elimination of some
marketing programs such as Nutters’
well known monthly Power Day promotion which – in the new world of retailing –
had to become a multi-day promotion in
order to manage customer counts and
meet crowd regulations.”
Reaching out to Nutters’ database subscribers became a weekly – or sometimes more than weekly – schedule of
sharing relevant information updates to
ensure customers became aware of and
Continued on Page 20
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“Maintaining a safe and
healthy environment was
paramount in all retail
locations for our staff and
customers. That recognition
became our mantra
from day one.”
Nutters Everyday Naturals
president Donald Cranston.
followed all safety protocols. E-messaging also advised customers of revised
store hours, changes to promotions, suspension of in-store educational events
and changes to store operating hours.
In place of in-store events, Paul introduced Zoom educational webinars for
customers with an average of two events
scheduled each month since March.

project was initiated by the NutAll good in the Okotoks, AB store. From left: Stacey Lock,
ters’ head office
Gracy Taborski and Cathie Winters.
team. Donald explained: “We felt it
chise owner group – took the initiative to
was vital to implement a customer reexplore ways to adapt merchandising by
search program to better determine how
pre-packaging random sizes of all of the
customers were thinking, how behaviours
products previously available in bins,
have changed and what sort of expectabarrels and gravity dispensers.”
tions customers might have for the ‘post’
The Nutters management team also
COVID
world.”
Viewing of videos increased
touched on questions relating to the use
The study generated a significant reThe company also noted the current
of reusable bags, curb side pick-up and
sponse across all Nutters’ markets, with
environment has also helped create an
delivery services, which are in place at
nearly 3,000 responses to the survey
increase in video recipe productions,
all Nutters locations, and – based on cusquestions. Responses demonstrated
which have become popular with customer reaction – will remain in place perthat Nutters’ customers expect company
tomers. In particular, the video producmanently in most locations.
retail locations to continue to provide entions on Making Homemade Bread and
hanced safety protocols even in a postMaking Your Own Pizza Dough have
Protocols will become standard
COVID environment.
been
frequently
“Without question, the pandemic has
This includes plexiviewed.
driven several operational changes that
glass barriers at cus“With the surge in
were initially necessary to ensure safe
tomer
checkouts,
home cooking and
operations for both employees and cuspermanent hand sanibaking, it became
tomers,” said Donald, “but many of those
tizer stations, cleaning
clear that customers
protocols and procedures will now beof shopping carts and
truly appreciated these
come part of standard operating procehand baskets after
videos,” said Brad
dures for Nutters Everyday Naturals
each use and sterilizing
Winsor, Nutters’ direcacross all markets.”
high traffic touch points
tor of operations. “We
Despite the challenges and current enthroughout the stores.
know of many who had
vironment, Donald is grateful that Nutters
Many responses also
never baked their own
has been able to continue serving its
support the idea of
bread before, taking it
Whole lotta glove in Cranbrook, BC.
communities amid a pandemic. “We reccredit and debit cards
up for the first time,
From left: Paulette Voght, Amylia
ognize how fortunate we are as a comrather than the use of
and interestingly, this
Quakenbush and Dawn Torgerson.
pany to have been able to continue to
cash as an ongoing
trend has continued
serve our customers through this period,
trend.
even into the summer.”
while many of our business neighbours
“The most significant trend identified in
Nutters will continue to produce recipe
have not been able to do so. As things
the research revolved around a change
videos, sharing the links with their cusbegin to open up, we sincerely hope that
in how bulk foods are sold,” explained
tomers via monthly newsletters, database
our friends and neighbours, and all
Brad. “While curtailing this tradition was
e-blasts, social media and flyer tie-ins,
Canadians, will show their support by
mandated by COVID-related health regdemonstrating that the store is proving
supporting small businesses.” •
ulations in each province, Nutters – with
adversity can bring opportunity.
by Delia Carnide with thanks to Paul Mann
many great suggestions from our franMid-pandemic, a customer research
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Education, awareness, common sense
by Deane Parkes

If you own a natural health store, you
must take control of the natural health
message in your community. No one else
will! The foundation for natural health
products is education, which raises community awareness, combined with a dose
of common sense.
The health food store mission is: “To
educate and raise the awareness of your
local community on the benefits, safety
and research, on traditional and novel,
natural foods and medicine.” What are
you currently doing to educate your customers, their family, friends, MP’s, MDs,
RNs and the entire community on the
tremendous benefits of using natural
foods and supplements? Here are some
avenues to get messaging out:
Social media: Instagram, Facebook,
EBLAST, blogs, podcast, digital ads,
local ambassadors/inﬂuencers.
Monthly store newsletter: print & digital.
Groups: seniors, athletes, celiacs, drug
users, arthritis, cancer, environmental.
Special events: webinars, podcasts,
beauty nights, cooking classes, sports
nutrition, natural diets, pet remedies.
Mainstream media: still the most
TRUSTED media; do radio interviews,
shows, TV interviews, current news, print
news, press releases.

Stand out - be the leader
You need to create word-of-mouth
throughout your community! BE LOUD
and STAND OUT! Be the leader of natural health in your community, for if you do
not do it, WHO WILL?!
Every generation needs to be educated
on the benefits of natural health. Remember, that education is an ongoing mission
for natural health stores!
I encourage you to keep your messaging strong, as I think we are still fighting
what I would consider censorship about
the use and recommendation and results
of natural health products. This is not
something that is new: it has been
around since I joined the industry in the
mid-1970s. Before my time, some of the
great minds of the natural health movement, the founders of this industry, were
dismissed as quacks, their ideas and
thoughts considered voodoo.
We have come so far since those days.
Natural health products have grown in
popularity and usage. We have seen
growth in the number of retailers and
suppliers alike.
22

You’ve heard the
stories about our
early retail pioneers,
who started with a
blank slate and no
customers, as very
few Canadians were
aware of the benefits
of a healthy diet, organic foods or supplementation.
They persevered
and built the foundation our current inDeane Parkes says you must take control of the natural
dustry is based on.
health message in your community because no one else will.
Today, the popularity
of natural health
These are people we could assume
products is enjoying growth like never
heard through family, friends and maybe
before. Even Health Canada acknowlon-line research that natural health prodedges this, stating, “71 per cent of Canaucts do help, so they came seeking
dians have used natural health products
these products.
like vitamins and minerals, herbal prodAs long as retailers and alternative
ucts, and homeopathic medicines.”
practitioners didn’t claim to have a “cure”

People came to you for help
Having witnessed this growth for four
and a half decades, it concerns me to
see a college of naturopathic physicians
back down from provincial and federal
health authorities, by agreeing to not prescribe or recommend products to protect
the immune system against a virus. I’m
referring to something that happened in
March this year, at the start of the
COVID-19 pandemic. This statement,
which I found on ctv.ca, read, “The College of Naturopathic Physicians of B.C.
issued a notice to the public on Tuesday,
making it clear that ‘any statements by
naturopathic doctors about the prevention and/or treatment of COVID-19, beyond the information made available by
the public health authorities, are inappropriate, potentially harmful, and likely to violate; college policies on false and
misleading advertising.’
A strong immune system is needed to
help prevent the flu or a cold. Naturopaths do not have a cure for a virus, but
what they recommend has been shown
to make the body stronger to help fight
colds and flus. During the pandemic, our
stores were overwhelmed by customers
seeking help in preventing COVID-19.
Really, all you could do as retailers is
suggest immune boosters, because they
work. From the retailers I spoke with,
roughly 20 percent of customers coming
to their stores were new first-timers.
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for COVID-19, they are completely within
their rights to promote immune boosters.
That is what all the back-and-forth with
Health Canada over the years gave us
the right to do: to make claims. Now, it
seems to me that is being blocked.

We are growing - because of YOu
Why is preventative medicine such a
concern for provincial and federal governments, when it is personally funded,
and not a burden on society? Plus, there
is a decades-long safety record! Why do
health authorities choose to censor naturopaths from prescribing natural, safe and
effective supplements like vitamin C, D,
zinc, and elderberry? I don’t know.
Despite the continual push back, the
natural health industry has kept growing
because of you – helping people feel better and live healthier more productive
lives with natural foods and medicines.
Please, always remember, the great work
you do serving safe natural foods and
medicine EVERY DAY is helping people
be well! Happy sales! •
Deane Parkes is an advisor, educator and creator of consumer
demand to the natural product
industry. Sign up for Deane
Parkes
weekly
news
at
www.deaneparkes.com. Keep
up with trends, business tips, industry events, regulations,
GMOs and more.
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Above & Beyond Qu
Q alit y
NOW
W® possesses one of the largest portfolios
tfolios of thir
third party
certifications that ensure our products and
nd pr
processes follow
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•

•
•
•
•
•

Certified Natural Health Pro
oduct GMP
Manufacturrer
er (Health Canada Site License
#300329)
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ganic Pro
oduct Manufacture
er (QAI
International and Ecocert Canada/ICO)
Certified ISO 22716 Cosmetic Pro
oducts GMP
Manufacturrer
er
Certified Kosher Pro
oducts (Star K and cRc)
Non-GMO Prroject
oject V
Verified
erified Food Manufactur
Certified SQF Food Safety Management
System (in prrogr
ogrress)

Site License Number:
300329

Our Promise to You
You
NOW was founded on the principle that quality natural
tural products
pr
should
d be afffor
fordable
for everyone. As a family-owned and operated comp
panyy,, NOW is passionate
passionate about our
commitment to achieving good health; providing the
e highest quality natural
ural products
pr
at
the best possible price.
View our NOW® Canada Above and
Beyond Quality Manufacturing Video

@LiveNatturalNow

NOW products
d t are available
il bl exclusively
l i l ffrom Pur
P esource Inc.
1-800-265-7245 www.puresource.ca
@LiveNaturalNOW

For more information visit nowfoods.ca/quality
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Workplace BURNOUT
in the COVID Era

S

tress is the body’s reaction to any change that
requires an adjustment
or response, and life is full of
change. According to the
Canadian Mental Health Association, stress isn’t about a
situation but about our reaction to it. It’s typical to feel
stressed when we think the
demands of a situation will be
greater than our resources to
deal with it.
Burnout develops within a
chronically stressful environment. It arises from a deficit
situation. Psychologist Herbert Freudenberger defined
burnout as “a state of fatigue
brought about by a devotion to a cause,
a way of a life or a relationship that failed
to produce the expected reward.” Business writer Joellen Moore describes
burnout as “an overload of negatives in
one’s environment – work overload, conflicting demands, unclear objectives and
interpersonal conflict – and a scarcity of
rewards, acknowledgements and successes.”
People with high ideals are particularly
susceptible to burnout because they perceive the gap between the ideals they
strive for and the reality they operate in.
As consultants to the natural foods industry, we’ve observed burnout among the
most dedicated owners, managers and
staff.
Burnout was already a problem before
the pandemic. Now in current conditions
of extreme uncertainty, ever-changing
recommendations from health experts
and mandates from governments, natural
retailers are feeling overwhelmed. They
are at risk of burnout.
This summer under the auspices of the
Canadian Health Food Association, Mark
Mulcahy and I presented a series of three
webinars, “The Rewards of a BurnoutFree Workplace.” CHFA members can
access the recordings. Here are some of
our insights:
First, you can’t help your staff with
burnout unless you take care of yourself.
24

by Carolee Colter

safety. As recommendations
from public health officials
change, keep your staff
abreast of how you are complying. Also let them know
about hotlines and websites
for help with mental health,
childcare, housing, transportation and other basic
needs.
A specific tool for supporting your staff is what we call
“the care interview.” Meet
with each individual staff
member for 15 to 30 minutes
to ask these questions:
Some suggestions for self-care:
• Listen to what your body is telling you.
• Remember to breathe.
• Take breaks from the Internet and TV.
Reconnect with the natural world.
• Create communities of collective care
with colleagues, friends and family.
• Practice mindfulness.
• Upgrade your self-talk.
Mindfulness involves purposeful attention to the present moment, without
judgement. Meditation is an ancient
mindfulness practice. In our webinar, we
shared a tool for mindfulness in the workplace.
Another powerful antidote to burnout
lies in our self-talk. What we tell ourselves
can impact our physical and mental
health. The Mayo Clinic suggests, “Start
by following one simple rule: Don't say
anything to yourself that you wouldn't say
to anyone else.” Listen to what you tell
yourself about a situation, and redirect
any pessimistic self-talk. Practicing positivity isn’t about disregarding the unfortunate nature of a situation. It is
acknowledging that you will find a way
through it.
How can you help your staff to prevent,
or recover from, burnout? First, take
every possible action to keep your staff
safe from contracting the virus, and inform them on the steps you take for their

CANADIAN NATuRAL HEALTH RETAILER SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2020

1. What do you look forward
to each day when you come

to work?
2. What are you learning here, and what
do you want to learn?
3. What’s keeping you working here?
4.When is the last time you thought about
leaving us, and what prompted it?
5.What can I do to make your job better
for you?
Listen, take notes and follow up, after
taking time to reflect, with your response
to question number five. If you have a
large staff, hold a care interview with your
key people and ask your managers to do
care interviews in turn with their staff.
We’ll end with the advice BC Public
Health Officer Dr. Bonnie Henry shares
with the public at the end of each of he
press conferences: “Be kind, be calm
and be safe.” •
Carolee Colter has been
consulting for the natural
foods industry since 1984.
She is a member of Columinate, a network of consultants sharing strategies,
tools, and skills to help organizations build and empower community. Her
areas of expertise include employee
surveys, personnel policies, staffing
plans and pay scales. https://columinate.coop/consultants/carolee-colter/
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Why Creating Value is
more Important than Ever!
When times are tough, we need to creatively ensure that each and every one of our
customers leaves our business knowing that they got their money’s worth and then some
by Dave Fuller

T

here is a restaurant in my community that has been around for almost
40 years. It doesn’t provide fancy
food but when you order a meal, you get
plenty of good wholesome food like your
mother used to make. The food is piled
high on your plate, leaving no doubt that
your appetite is going to be satisfied. At
the end of your meal, you are almost always offered a small dessert at no cost.
If you are like me, you leave that restaurant knowing that you got your money’s
worth.
As a result of the economic crisis created by the lockdown of the economy to
prevent the spread of COVID-19, the
business environment has changed. No
longer are customers going to be satisfied with mediocre service for their hardearned money. No longer will businesses
be able to spend lavishly on perks for
their owners and managers while their
employees and customers look on. The
reality is that if your business is going to

26

survive the next few years of economic
constraints and downturn, you are going
to have to passionately create value for
your customers.
So, what is value and what does it
mean to our customers? Value is technically defined as something of importance, worth or usefulness.
Each
customer base is going to respond differently to value offerings. Every health
food store in Canada more than ever
needs to know by now what is important
to their customer base and respond by
searching for ways to give them increased value in those areas.
The challenge will not come from other
health food businesses; the challenge
will come from other retailers who have
come to realize that the health food industry might be a recession-resistant
place in the market. Many companies
are desperate for cash flow with their
brick and mortar businesses having had
restricted sales. Brick and mortar retail-
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ers – as well as online businesses – are
offering deep discounts to entice customers. The problem with this model is
that it is going to be a race to the bottom.
Businesses are cutting their margins to
sell a dollar. While there is a need for discounted prices, more than discounts,
customers are looking for something
valuable. Cutting margins to near nothing
will speed up your own departure from
the business landscape. Businesses
cannot survive without making a profit,
however small that profit is.
We need to consider what we can do
for our customers that will help them save
money and reduce their anxiety, while at
the same time increasing the number of
our customers. When we provide products or services that do something more
than their functional purpose, we create
value. When we think about what it is our
customers really need, we can specifically identify how we can reach them.
When we are clear about what we do that
is really valuable for our customers, we
can focus on delivering that value each
and every day. If you have problems
with this, please email me for a target
market identifier worksheet.
Survival isn’t about doing more or
scrambling to be busy. Survival is going
to be figuring out how we can deliver
value to our customers in a manner that
ensures that we make money while we
satisfy our customers.
When times are tough, we need to creatively ensure that each and every one of
our customers leaves our business knowing that they got their money’s worth and
then some. •
Dave Fuller, MBA, is an Award
Winning Business Coach and
the author of the book Profit
Yourself Healthy. unclear how
you can add more value? Email
dave@profityourselfhealthy.com.
WWW.CNHR.CA
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Broken Patterns in Natural Products:

How 2020 Changed Your Customers
T

uli Kupferberg, an American poet
and musician, once said: “When
patterns are broken, new worlds
emerge.” For a world impacted by
COVID-19, this has never been truer. As
humans, we live by habits: where we
shop, what we eat, how we work, and
which foot gets the first shoe. While our
dressing sequence may never need
change, the disruption caused by a
worldwide pandemic has broken countless patterns in our lives, and in the lives
of our consumers.
Immunity products like vitamin C, vitamin D and zinc have surged. A greater
focus on overall wellness and self-care
has fueled other categories like multivitamins, mushrooms, adaptogens and
sleep. But beyond product trends, where
are Canadians buying their vitamins,
minerals and supplements (VMS), and
will all these changes last? We asked
them and here’s what we found.(1)
They shifted channels and plan to stay
COVID-19 disrupted nearly all of our
regular activities, including where and
how we shop. The top three reasons for
changing retailers were (a) to reduce the
total number of shopping trips with onestop stores, (b) to avoid large crowds,
and (c) to find out-of-stock products.
Here’s how channel shifting impacted the
health food channel:

• 42 per cent of health food shoppers
shifted to another channel (mainly to grocery, online, drug or club).
• While fewer than the total who left
health food, many other consumers also
shifted into health food stores (from online, grocery and drug).
• Online was one of the largest recipients
of new shoppers from all other channels.
• 58 per cent of those who switched to a
new retailer plan to stay there.
Thought Starter: How will you keep the
new shoppers you’ve gained and motivate past shoppers to come back?

The effects could last post-COVID,
despite a recession
Consumers are clearly using more VMS
28

by Matthew Taylor

because of the pandemic, but will this
change last? While good intentions don’t
always happen, 81 per cent of those who
increased their usage during COVID-19
plan to continue taking more even when
it’s over. And I believe the longer the pandemic lasts, the more likely these new
behaviours will become long-term habits.
But what about the recession? How will
consumers change their VMS habits if
their finances go even further under pressure? According to them, not much.
• 76 per cent of VMS consumers will continue without change, and even more (84
per cent) for those over 55 years of age.
• 11 per cent will buy a larger size to reduce the cost per serving.
• 7 per cent will reduce their VMS usage
overall.
• 3 per cent will buy smaller sizes to reduce total spend.
• 3 per cent will switch to something
cheaper.
Thought Starter: What can you do to help
these newly committed customers stay
more engaged in their long-term health
routines?

CANADIAN NATuRAL HEALTH RETAILER SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2020

Broken Patterns = New Opportunities
COVID-19 brought profound change to
all of our lives. Due to its severe health effects, more consumers than ever have
turned to vitamins, minerals and supplements – trying new products, channels
and retailers along the way. I believe that
as an industry, we have an opportunity,
and a responsibility, to deliver the best
support possible. How will you respond
to these broken patterns? •
1 Survey conducted by Jamieson Wellness,
June 11-15, 2020 with a representative sample
of 1,010 online English. Canadians who are
members of the Angus Reid Forum. Results
are generalizations of all Canadian VMS users
and not specific to any one company or brand.

Matt Taylor is the Director of Insights for Jamieson Wellness and
has been in the natural products industry since 2005. The opinions
expressed are his own and not
necessarily those of the company.
You
can
reach
Matt
at mtaylor@bodyplus.ca.
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& immune boost.
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CNHR Product Profiles
Relief of joint pain*

Curamin® with DLPA contains clinically studied
BCM-95®/Curcugreen™ curcumin used in over
60 published studies, including 28 human clinical
trials! This PATENTED curcumin is combined with a
clinically studied boswellia containing >10% AKBA,
ginger, and DLPA. *Turmeric is
(traditionally) used in Herbal Medicine as an
anti-inflammatory to help relieve joint pain.
TerryNaturally.ca 855/287-2646

Cold & flu
symptom relief

Flora Elderberry+ Liquid formula is
a comprehensive immune support
formula that blends organic elderberry,
echinacea and licorice to help provide
relief from cold and flu symptoms.
Enjoy the delicious, natural flavour of
Elderberry+ Liquid Formula with no
added sugar.
florahealth.com

Sleep deeply

A great day starts with a great night’s sleep.
A natural formulation with 10g of Zizyphus
which is used in Chinese Medicine for
insomnia and irritability, plus a unique blend
of herbs that synergistically work to
promote sleep and relieve symptoms of
stress, so you can sleep deeply and wake
up feeling refreshed. takeharmony.ca

Daily dose of wellness

Optimize your
immune health

Optimize your immune health with
A.Vogel’s Echinaforce! Clinically proven
to help support the immune system and
prevent viral infections. Can be taken
up to four months daily for prevention
by the whole family, including pregnant
and nursing women. Avogel.ca

Sleep solution

New – Prairie Naturals Sleep Solution!
Sleep Solution is a safe, non-habit forming
liquid sleep aid designed to quickly ease the
transition to sleep. Formulated with Lemon
Balm, Passion Flower, L-Theanine, 5HTP,
Melatonin and PharmaGABA®, a natural and
superior form of GABA, Sleep Solution will
help you sleep soundly and wake up feeling
refreshed, never groggy.
prairienaturals.ca

Immune support

Immune support is top of mind now, more
than ever. And while we’re on the clock 24 hrs
a day, so is Ester-C. It’s the only vitamin C that
provides clinically proven 24-hour immune
support. Ester-C is pH neutral, gentle on the
stomach, and contains active vitamin C
metabolites threonate and furanone for
superior absorption. Available in capsules,
powders, tablets and chewables.
For more information, call
800/663-4163 or visit sisu.com.

Reduce the appearance of age spots

Free of Hydroquinone,
bleaches and harsh
chemicals, CLEAROL is
gentle for the face and body.
CLEAROL can help to reduce
the appearance of skin
blotches, freckles and age
spots, even skin tone and
give your skin a brighter
appearance.
beleafpharma.com/ca

Bragg® Organic Apple Cider Vinegar is made
from delicious organically grown apples, is
unfiltered and contains the amazing ‘Mother’
of vinegar. The ‘Mother’ consists of strands
of proteins, enzymes, and friendly bacteria.
We recommend drinking one to two tablespoons with 8oz of water two to three times
a day for your daily dose of wellness.
bragg.com

Surprise your taste buds

Stash Tea was founded in Portland, Oregon
in 1972 by two hippies seeking a tea
euphoria. Since then, Stash’s mission has
been to brew the boredom out of the world,
with best-in-class ingredients and diverse
flavours that delight the senses, surprise
your taste buds, and brew up brighter and
true-to-name.
stashtea.com
30
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Instantly rehydrate
and replenish skin

NEW Hyaluronic Acid Hydration Facial Mist contains
hyaluronic acid and aloe vera, along with multi-fruit and
cucumber extracts to instantly rehydrate and replenish
skin while diminishing the appearance of fine lines. Use
as a toner, to set makeup, or to rehydrate skin.
Puresource.ca
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CNHR Product Profiles
Help build immune defense

Oregano + D3 Throat Spray helps build your immune
defence. It combines your daily dose of Vitamin D3 in
organic, steam-distilled Mediterranean oregano oil. It
allows you to directly target the back of your throat
where infections commonly begin.
platinumnaturals.com

Anti-Stress solution

Chronic daily stress is detrimental to both mental
and physical health, impacting sleep and exhausting
the body’s stress-coping mechanisms. Ultimate®
Anti-Stress is a comprehensive formula designed to
help calm nerves and promote healthy sleep. It
features ashwagandha, traditionally used as a
nervine tonic, memory enhancer, and sleep aid;
valerian, traditionally used in herbal medicine to
help relieve nervousness and promote sleep; plus
other synergistic ingredients including quercetin
and rhodiola.

888/826-9625│assurednatural.com

Joy Of The Mountains
Oil of oregano

Joy of the Mountains® is a family business
specializing in premium quality Oil of
Oregano. An independent UBC study
showed Joy of the Mountains was up to four
times more effective against the H1N1 virus
than other leading brands. Voted #1 Immune Product. 866/547-0268.
Joyofthemountains.ca

Supports healthy metabolism

Metavo is a natural, avocadobased supplement that contains
AvoB, a new bioactive naturally
found in avocados that helps
maintain normal blood glucose
levels and supports healthy
metabolism. Metavo is
particularly beneficial for those
who are pre-diabetic, obese or
overweight, looking to support a
healthy metabolism, naturally, effectively and safely. metavo.com

Breakthrough in
absorption technology

Until now, one of the biggest challenges with
quercetin has been its lack of water solubility.
We have overcome this challenge via our latest
technology: a unique liquid micelle matrix. This
groundbreaking process solubilizes quercetin into
liquid, allowing it to be absorbed up to 10x better
than regular quercetin.
naturalfactors.com
32
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Enhances the body’s natural
sleep hormone pattern

SLEEP-GREAT is a complete formulation that
helps you fall asleep quickly, stay asleep and
achieve deep, restful sleep. It works by enhancing
the body’s natural sleep hormone pattern so that
you enter all five stages of a healthy sleep.
Non-habit forming.
myhealthology.ca

Achieve a more
relaxed state

Sisu Magnesium Relaxation Blend is a
soothing drink mix featuring magnesium
bisglycinate, with GABA and L-Theanine to
help temporarily achieve a calmer, more
relaxed state, without any sedative effects.
Available in delicious Raspberry-Lemonade
and two NEW flavours: Honey-Grapefruit
and Tart Cherry. For more information, call
800/663-4163 or visit sisu.com.

Organic seed snack bars

Healthy Organic Seed
Snack Bars inspired by
Ayurveda.
Esme + Sita’s crunchy,
chewy, healthy organic
seed bars inspired by
Ayurveda! Snack bars
with a unique flavour
twist! Made with
organic seeds, honey and with a warming spice kick. Contains no
preservatives, chemical additives, nuts or fruit.
www.esmeandsita.com or call 647/210-2782

Special edition Children’s Surprise Box

Get our high-quality Big Friends
Multivitamin & Minerals and Vitamin
D3 gummies, along with some other
fun surprises, in the special edition
Children’s Surprise Box. Big Friends
Children’s Supplements are suitable
for vegetarians, containing no
artificial colours, preservatives, or
sweeteners nor dairy, starch, wheat,
or yeast – just a complete range of
high-quality vitamins and minerals.
naturalfactors.com

Protect cells against
oxidative damage*

Glutathione levels can drop due to age,
health challenges, environmental factors, genetics, or a combination of the
above. The sublingual tablet in Clinical
Glutathione™ ensures that glutathione
is stabilized and delivered into the
bloodstream. It has been clinically
studied and shown to increase
blood/plasma levels of glutathione
(GSH).* www.TerryNaturally.ca 855/287-2646
WWW.CNHR.CA
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License to

CHILL!
Mother and daughter Paulette Fudge

and Megan Kennedy obtained a recreational
marijuana license for their health food store,

N

The Natural Vibe in St. John’s, NL.

The result could not have been better!

ewfoundland became the site
of Canada’s first legal marijuana stores in October 2018.
One of those stores is owned
by Megan Kennedy and
Paulette Fudge, the proprietors of The
Natural Vibe health food store in St.
John’s, NL. In fact, they are under the
same roof at 306 Water St.
Some might wonder if a health food
store and a cannabis shop compliment
each other or – on the other hand – if they
might actually conflict. Two years in,
Megan and Paulette report they couldn’t
have imagined a better result. They’ve
seen a growth in customer counts, and
they have seen each business benefit
from the proximity of the other.
They didn’t plan on getting into the marijuana business. Heck, at the beginning,
the health food business wasn’t even in
the cards. It was an opportunity that presented itself at just the right time.
This story begins in the 1990s in Corner
Brook, NL. when Paulette was searching
for a job. Paulette – a single mother of
three girls – had recently attained her
MCES designation. “MCES stands for
Microsoft Certified Solutions Expert,” she
said. “It was a very sought-after job and
very few people had this designation in
the early 1990s. However, for me, the
jobs were in Ottawa and other major
34

Photos: Maddie Mills
cities, especially in the U.S. I quickly
realized that with twins, who were 11
years old and Megan, aged 13, I really
needed the support of my extended family, which lived in Corner Brook. Finding
any job became a challenge as, at the
time, there were no jobs available in my
field in Corner Brook. That's when I
started looking to start my own business.”
Paulette soon found there were not
many businesses for sale. Ultimately,
she took a job managing a health food
store, and that’s when things changed.
The owner explained the store was up for
sale. Not long after that, Paulette took
possession. That was in 1999.

New, but familiar
Although the health food business was
relatively new to her, she recalls it wasn’t
altogether foreign, either. “My Dad was
a big influence on me. He died when I
was 14. He used to talk about the health
benefits of dandelion and cod liver oil.
He’d go outside to get myrrh to put on a
cut. Our meals were always healthy and
fresh, everything made from scratch.
We never had canned food. So, that
kind of lifestyle was ingrained in me.”
To quickly get up to speed, Paulette
studied hard. She didn’t have the benefit
of the Internet in those days. “I just read
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and read and read. I had books stacked
up beside my bed. It was just endless
study.”
Megan was Paulette’s first hire. The
twins – Amy and Sarah – were also put
on the payroll. “I was in high school, and
I loved working at the store,” recalled
Megan. “I could help people and I got to
work with my mom. It really influenced
me to hear people say they came back
to see us for help.”
Paulette continued to grow her business – which was originally called The
Healthy Vibe (a name she says came to
her in a dream), while Megan began
gravitating toward theatre and acting.
Her big break came in the Far East. “I
went to Japan, where I had a contract
with Disney. I then had the opportunity
to work with a few different acting and
modeling agencies. This led me to work
with a musical theatre company that
toured Japan. I made multiple commercials, I was on TV shows, and other acting opportunities came along. In total, I
was in Tokyo for five years.”
After a few years away, Megan began
to miss home, and started to think about
what the next stage of her life would look
like. When the devastating earthquake
and tsunami struck Japan in 2011, that
was the impetus Megan needed to make
her way back to Newfoundland. Happy
WWW.CNHR.CA
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to be home, she still didn’t have a handle
on what her next career step would be.
“A friend asked me about the things I
was personally interested in, and I realized I was drawn to health and nutrition,
especially women’s health. I would always be picking up magazines on those
subjects.
I started to do some research and soul
searching.” That’s when things started to
fall into place for her.

Seeing a disconnect
“I felt there was a disconnect between
people and healthy food and nutrition. I
always liked helping people, plus I am
somebody that needs to be constantly
challenged. I felt owning my own business would allow me to still incorporate
my creative side with my passion for wellness to ultimately grow a business I truly
loved. I guess it was all those things combined. My mom always encouraged me
by saying if you’re going to do something, learn everything you can about it.
I took the advice to heart: I went to school
and earned my registered holistic nutritionist (RHN) designation. So, that’s how
it happened.”
Within a year of returning home from
Japan, Megan – in partnership with
Paulette – opened a second Healthy
Vibe, this one on busy Water Street, in the
heart of St. John’s lively tourist area.
Megan managed the new store, while
700 kilometres to the west, Paulette continued operating the day-to-day at the
Corner Brook location.
Not long after opening the new store,
Paulette and Megan realized they might
need more room. “We quickly saw that
the space we rented in 2012 was too
small,” said Paulette. “We basically said
after the first month we opened that we
wouldn't be there in five years when our
lease was up. The property next to us
was the one we really wanted but, of
course, it was rented.”
With the oil and gas business booming

Customer counts increased at The Natural Vibe with the addition of the cannabis
counter and both businesses benefited from the presence of the other.
in Newfoundland during that time period,
rental spaces on Water Street and
throughout St. John’s were extremely limited. It took four and half years before
their dream space – at 306 Water Street
– became available and they pounced
on it immediately. It measured 1,100 sq.
ft. They renovated it and added a
smoothie bar.
“That's when we found a big shift in
business,” remembers Paulette. “I also
believe that's when Megan really took
ownership of that store. Her growing
pains were over and she was now ready
to take the business to the next level…
and she did!”

A surreal first night
The next major stage of growth for the
business came from the federal government’s decision to sell marijuana through
retail establishments.
Paulette and
Megan saw the opportunity instantly.
“We thought it was a good fit, as we
often had people asking if we carried any
CBD products,” said Megan. “When the
Newfoundland government announced
that businesses could apply for a license,
we decided to go for it. Once cannabis
was all over the news, there were more
and more people hoping we'd get a license. They were excited about the

The smoothie bar is a popular destination
for the downtown St. John’s crowd, offering
a variety of beverages.
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prospects of a locally owned business
having a license.
“We were the first in Canada to legally
sell cannabis because we’re a half-hour
earlier than the rest of Canada. That first
night was surreal. The line up was way
down the street and up around the corner to another street. We couldn't believe they were all waiting for us to open
our doors.”

Customer cross-over
Paulette said she and Megan thought
natural health products and marijuana
products had the potential to be symbiotic. And they were correct. “In the beginning, we thought we would have two
distinct types of customers and that is
exactly how it started. So, we were surprised to see our regular customers
make their way over to the cannabis
counter and then the cannabis customers, who had maybe never shopped
in a health food store, started to migrate
over to the health food side. The health
food piqued their interest, and they
began asking questions like, ‘what does
this product do or what do you have for
a multi-vitamin? Just because you
smoke pot doesn’t mean you don’t want
Continued on Page 36
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The Natural Vibe continued

to take care of your health!”
There’s been a lot more positive feedback than negative, said Megan. “We
did have the odd person who was not
happy, and I think it’s because they
didn’t really understand it. We already
had people coming in looking for CBD
and hemp related products, so we
thought it was a good fit for us.”
There was, however, a catch imposed
by the provincial government, recalled
Paulette. “The only condition – which we
thought was a bit of a downer – was we
had to change our name. We were The
Healthy Vibe. They said we couldn't
have the word HEALTHY in our name if
we wanted a cannabis license. I was a
little unhappy, partly because of how that
name had come to me. So we changed
it to The Natural Vibe, a name they accepted. Overall, it was a good move.”
The Corner Brook store also applied for
a marijuana license and didn’t get it, but
both stores still re-branded as The Natural Vibe.
“As far as we know,” said Megan, “we
are the only store
that has this kind of
setup
–
a
smoothie bar, a
cannabis bar, an
eco refill station,
and our health and
wellness section.”
The two stores –
being at opposite
sides of the island,
seven hours apart
– certainly have
their differences.
Take the clientele.
Corner Brook has
an older demographic, and that is
reflected in the
store’s shoppers, said Paulette. “Yes,
the clientele in Corner Brook definitely is
an older demographic, more consistent
and regular customers. Some go back
as far as 20 years. We know most of our
customers by their first names. I feel very
grateful that we have such wonderful
loyal customers who sometimes drop by
just for a chat, which I love. There is a
different dynamic. People come in and
spend a lot of money. They usually know
what they want.”
The St. John’s store is located only a
block away from the busy harbour, surrounded by bars, pubs, restaurants and
taverns. It draws as much as three times
the traffic as the Corner Brook store.
Megan says its customer base might
skew slightly younger, but it’s not limited
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to that alone. “We
definitely have our
regular client base
that live in the
downtown
area.
However, we do
get customers from
all parts of St.
John's that come
downtown occasionally, as well as
tourists. We have Jenna Halleran, manager of the
noticed that the St. John’s store, serves up a beverage
tourists who visited from the store’s smoothie bar.
our store often ordered from our online store once they restore has?” So I’ve said, ‘Sure, let’s try
turned home. We also have a delivery
it…go for it.’ Even though we have a
service for people that can't or don't want
much older demographic here in Corner
to drive.”
Brook and it has taken us a bit longer,
Megan says the cannabis patrons have
they picked it up very quickly in St.
upped the store’s customer count. “But
John’s. But we are catching up.”
also, we are downtown and we have a lot
The one thing a customer will find when
of people popping in from work on their
they visit either store, says Paulette, is
break or lunch to grab a smoothie or a
the high level of customer service they
few little things here and there.”
offer. “The most important thing for us –
The differences aside, the mom-andand always has been – is to make sure
daughter team says the two stores have
that that our staff is trained on all prodworked well together and feed off each
ucts we have. The staff has to know
other.
“When we
everything about this store and the prodopened the store in St.
ucts. And all through training, they are
John’s, all the great sysnever alone, until I feel comfortable that
tems had already been
you know the products well enough.
established in Corner
And we are known for that: people know
Brook,”
explained
if they can’t find a product anywhere,
Megan. “Paulette had
they can find it here. I once had a man
done a great job of havcome in from Port au Basque who was
ing all the procedures
told, ‘If you can’t find it at the Natural
and ordering protocols in
Vibe, they don’t make it anymore.’ And
place and it just made it
he found it – and he was really happy.”
easier to start a successWhen asked what the future holds for
ful store. However, over
The Natural Vibe, Megan said, “There’s
time, we saw that there
usually always something happening.
was a different clientele
Recently, we had a few people reach out
than she was getting in
about franchising opportunities, so we
Corner Brook, so we had
have everything in place to offer a franto adapt and bring in the
chise model for future prospects.
types of products our
“And we will continue to expand and
customer base was interested in and
grow with our online store, and continue
looking for.”
to educate our customers. Like my mom
says, we are all about empowering our
Stores learning from each other
customers to make informed choices, to
And it worked the other way, too. “Corhelp them to help take their health to anner Brook is looking at a lot of things we
other level. We’ll continue to look at susare doing, like Kombucha on tap or the
tainable eco-friendly options and
eco refill station. So they are starting to
continue to offer education online and in
bring in some of the new trendy things,
the stores.”
like sustainable environmental products,
The last word goes to Paulette: “When
which are working well in their store. It’s
I went to visit Megan in Japan while she
been great for both stores.”
was working for Disney, the last thing I
Paulette agrees. “At first, it was great
ever thought was she would come home
for Megan’s store and now it’s great for
and we would be working together. We
Paulette’s store. As you get older, you
get along so well, and it has been just
tend to sit on your laurels. Megan is trygreat.”
ing all these new things and my staff –
Mom and daughter working together –
who are younger – are saying, ‘Hey, how
this sounds just like the happy ending of
come we don’t have what the St. John’s
a good old-fashioned Disney movie! •
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40

Artist’s rendering of the new facade at La Boite à Grains’
Saint-Joseph location. The store is celebrating its 40th anniversary
this year by seeking out further growth opportunities.

W

La Boite à Grains of Gatineau, QC. is celebrating
its 40th anniversary this year by continuing to
grow through acquisitions and by focusing
on building a strong management team

hen it comes to recognizing the
outstanding natural health retailing pioneers in the province
of Quebec, Pierre Menard has
to be very close to the top of the list.
The co-founder of La Boite à Grains
(The Grain Box in English) in Gatineau
was one of those people who would drive
his car – in this case a big, square Dodge
Dart – across the river to Ottawa and
points beyond to get the fresh organic
produce and grocery items his burgeoning customer base demanded.
It was in 1980 when Pierre and his partners set up a 600 square foot shop on
Boulevard Saint-Joseph in what was then
called Hull.
La Boite à Grains is celebrating its 40th
anniversary this year, and how things
have changed. He still has a store on
Saint-Joseph, but it is the fourth version,
each one progressively larger and better
than the last. (This store has recently undergone a complete exterior makeover.)
And there are two other locations now,
one east of the Hull store in Gatineau,
while the other is west, up on the Plateau.
38

In fact, a fourth location was added during the writing of this story, when La Boite
à Grains purchased friendly local rival
Sol Natural Foods in Aylmer (For this
story, please see Page 14).
In conversation with Pierre, you’d never
suspect this is a person who has been
retailing for 40 years: he still possesses
the fire to always improve things, talking
about the latest ideas he and his team
are implementing, his attention still on the
“now,” but with an eye very much focused on the future.

Recent acquisitions
For a 40 year-old business, La Boite à
Grains seems to have a great deal on
the go beyond the regular day-to-day
store business. For example, there’s the
recent acquisition of a food prep company that proved a perfect fit. “A business opportunity came up,” explained
Pierre. “I came across a health food
restaurant in town with fantastic food –
mostly vegan and organic. I met with the
owner, a young woman, and proposed
we sell her products in our store. Unfor-
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tunately, the restaurant was in a bad location, and it didn’t last. So, we made a
deal with the owner: we hired her staff
and brought the entire operation into our
Le Plateau store.”
Previously, each store had its own food
prep set-up. Now, the centralized Le
Plateau kitchen prepares high-end food
and meals-to-go for all of its locations
and there are plans to expand in this
area to produce even more SKUs. “Our
plan is to sell this great food outside of
La Boite à Grains and even get into
catering.”
It was a move that paid off instantly.
“These are trained professionals. They
came in with good recipes, so we’ve improved our selection and our ability to
offer quality food. And we’ve improved
our profitability. I’ve learned you always
have to be on the lookout for these kind
of opportunities.”
An efficient and centralized deli and
food centre had been on Pierre’s “project
list” for many years. It is a list, he says,
that may have between 200 and 300
ideas to make the store better, and it is
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Since passing the general manager’s title on to
Alex Savard (left), La Boite à Grains’ president,
CEO and co-founder Pierre Menard can focus on
seeking out new opportunities. “One of the
things I’m doing currently is looking for new
stores. My role is now more about the future
rather than the daily detail.”
always being re-prioritized. “There is no
project on the list that is not considered
and talked about. If it made the list, it is
a good idea. However, we always take
on the projects that will have the most impact.”
In the midst of the interviews for this article, Pierre subtly mentioned that it
looked like a deal had been finalized to
purchase Sol Natural Foods, located in
the Aylmer section of Gatineau. “We had
approached Sol’s ownership a few times
over the years, but the timing was never
right. This time, everything just fell into
place. We have bought the business
and the building, but we plan on relocating Sol to a new location next door,
which is almost three times its current
size. “After moving, it will be more a
match for our other stores. We’ll use the
vacated store for something, perhaps future offices for management. This becomes our fourth physical location and
we have our transactional website, which
we consider another store.”

updating the website
Up until 2018, La Boite à Grains’ website – which has been operating since
2010 – was not transactional: people
could go there to get information, recipies, learn about events and see the latest
flyer, but they couldn’t order product.
“We had to invest a lot of time and
money to get it ready for sales,” said
Pierre. “If we have 12,000 SKUs available in the store, we probably have close
to 10,000 available on the website.”
So, when COVID-19 struck earlier this
year, Pierre says La Boite à Grains was
in the position to still look after its customers online. “We didn’t know it was
coming, but we were ready when it did.
We saw our online sales increase 11
times over the previous few months prior
to COVID hitting. It has settled down, but
we are still selling two and a half times
more online than we did pre-COVID.
“It’s like another store…it has its own
momentum. We have an in-house webmaster. We need to do this to help control ‘the beast.’ I’m thankful we had it up
and operational when COVID struck.”
When Pierre started his business, he
had one partner, then added another. A
WWW.CNHR.CA

number of years
ago, Pierre bought
them out of the
business and soon
after, he was fortunate to find a new
business partner,
Real Deslauriers.
Real was at retirement age, but he
brought vast experience from many
decades in the
Quebec grocery industry. He proved
to be the perfect
mentor for Pierre at
just the right time.
La Boite à Grains
became more proficient on the food
and grocery side,
as Real put his expertise to work, and
shared his knowledge with Pierre.
In 2010, after Real
retired for a final
time, Pierre hired
his future partner,
Alex Savard. “He
joined us as an employee at age 23.
We were looking for
management staff,
and Alex showed us he had what was
needed.” Over the past four years, he
has bought into the business and become a partner, as well as serving as the
store’s general manager.

Excellent communication
Alex has a full plate. “The biggest challenge as a general manager is understanding each individual team member’s
ideas and align them with our vision,” he
explained. “With two shareholders and a
management team, we need to have excellent communication so that each idea
is understood and transformed into a
well-executed project.”
Alex has a formula for keeping things
consistent in all stores, so that customers
get the identical shopping experience regardless of which store they shop in.

“The secret to consistency is writing
down each ‘recipe’ so we end up with a
business ‘cookbook.’ The downside is
the amount of time and discipline it takes
to do so. You must write piece by piece
and implement each one gradually. The
last part, which is probably the hardest,
is training, training, and more training,
until all of our employees know the
recipes by heart and execute them flawlessly. It’s a constant work in progress.”
After 10 years at the store – the past
four as a partner – Alex sees an exciting
future for La Boite à Grains. “The first
thing that comes to mind is the integration of our fourth store. But we also have
some side projects we’ve been working
on that should be seeing the light soon,
Continued on Page 40
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La Boite à Grains
continued

including one of my favourites, a loyalty
program. Over the past few years, we
have grown internally and built a strong
management team that’s able to carry
out a variety of projects. Like a train in
motion, it’ll be hard to stop us. Who
knows? We might even be thinking
about opening more stores in the next
few years.”

Pierre offers some more insight into this
last statement. “We actually have two
more non-disclosure agreements (NDA)
signed and being studied. Also, we are
in negotiations in the expansion of our
east Gatineau store…to offer more to our
increasing health-conscious customer
base.”
Alex is a key player in the strong management team Pierre has assembled. “ It
has been in place since 2018. We offer
a bonus program and wage adjustment
to stay on par in this competitive environment. It is hard to find good people that

share our vision and lifestyle, so I want to
be sure we can keep them on staff.”
These days, Pierre is the CEO and
president, a role perfectly suited for him
at this point in his life. When he created
the management team, he surrendered
the GM title to Alex, and with it, all the
day-to-day stuff. “Before, I was president
and GM. I had to let go of the daily stuff.
It was hard to do…I was so used to
doing everything…well, maybe not mopping the floor like I did in the 1980s. It is
things I used to do in the past and still
know how to do well. I was used to doing
three or four jobs when we just had two
stores. With three stores, we had to
change and create a management team.
Now, my job is to seek out more opportunities. That’s why and how we bought
Sol, and how we increased our web
presence and how we were able to renovate the Saint-Joseph store. One of the
things I’m doing currently is looking for
new stores. My role is more about the future rather than the daily detail. We are
going in a good direction.”

Help for the managers
The next step for the business, says
Pierre, is bringing in a human resources
person. “With the addition of Sol, we are
40
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La Boite à Grains
continued

now over 100 employees. We need HR
help to free up our managers so they can
focus on managing and improving the
store. Currently, the managers are each
doing the HR for their departments, so
they are taking time away from their real
job. Managers can then focus on promotions, new lines, and making their departments better. That’s a big step we have
to make.”
Pierre is a man who has always
preached this simple mantra – retail is
detail. “It’s how people answer the
phone. It’s about having properly trained
staff. It is about structure and looking
after all the details.” It is the key to a successful business, and it is something ingrained in his managers and their teams.
At this point in his career, it is all about
ensuring a strong future for La Boite à
Grains. And that means looking at bringing in another partner: someone who can
bring more than money to the table. “The
line up is long of people who have money
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NEW Collagen products
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New Chapter introduces multi-sourced,
humanely raised Collagen Glow and Collagen
Move, designed to replenish your levels of
this key structural protein. Each easy-mixing
blend is expertly crafted with high-quality
collagen peptides from grass-fed, pastureraised beef and cage-free chicken, boosted
with complementary herbs. Hormone free
and non-GMO. newchapter.com/ca
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“Retail is detail. It’s how
people answer the phone. It’s
about having properly trained
staff. It is about structure and
looking after all the details.”
Pierre Menard

to invest. But for the success of the store
in the future, we need a true experienced
professional, someone who can buy in,
but who will be hands-on, who can be a
good teacher and mentor. We need
someone who has deep experience, who
can grow the business and that every-

one can learn from. We need someone
who cares and who brings value to the
team.”
Don’t expect Pierre to be leaving soon.
Now in his mid-60s, he cares just as
much about the business as he did at
any point. He’s still having fun, very
much enjoying his role as the person who
is charting the course for the store’s future. After 40 years, he has never lost
his original vision: “It’s not just about
making money. We still need to be profitable to see all our new projects and
ideas come to realization. But really, it’s
about creating wellness around our community, creating good jobs for people in
a better and healthier environment.” •

The centralized Le Plateau kitchen prepares
food and meals-to-go for all locations.

Real fruit –
and nothin’ but
Unlike most frozen
treats, Fressy
Bessie ice lollies are
made with 100%
pureed organic fruit
and nothin’ but making them
a healthy and
delicious choice
for kids, teething
babies and those
with dietary
restrictions.
Flavours include
mango, apple,
tropical and
blueberry mango in
addition to our
popular multi-pack.
fressybessie.com
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Plastic-free wipes to gently
cleanse intimate skin
Natracare organic intimate wipes - plasticfree wipes to gently cleanse intimate skin.
Naturally refresh during periods, when
travelling or after sex. Re-sealable and
recyclable pack. Suitable for sensitive skin
and Vegans, pH balanced & alcohol free. No
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate (SLS), Parabens or
Methylisothiazolinone (MIT). Biodegradable
and compostable. GMO Free ingredients
Natracare.com
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